HOW TO SAVE A
NEWSPAPER ARTICLE

Once you’ve tracked down the newspaper article that you need in our collection,
it’s quick and easy to save a copy of it to your computer. Here’s how...

TO DOWNLOAD A WHOLE PAGE

Use the ‘Download’ option at the top of
our image viewer to download a PDF of
the whole newspaper page.

Open the file and then click the disk icon
at the bottom of the page to save it to a
folder on your computer.

TO SAVE A SINGLE ARTICLE OR IMAGE

Go to the image viewer.
Click the ‘All Articles’ option
on the left-hand side of
the page to get rid of any
highlighting.
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Use the bottom icon to
make the newspaper full
screen. Zoom and move
around the page to focus
on what you want to save.

On a Windows PC, open your
computer menu and search
for snipping tool. On a Mac,
use the ‘Grab’ tool, which
does the same job.
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Draw around the article or
image you want to save.
Click on the disk icon, and
save it to your computer as
a JPEG file.

SHARE YOUR
STORIES
We love hearing about your discoveries.
Tell us at press@britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk

TOP TIPS FOR SEARCHING
THE BRITISH NEWSPAPER
ARCHIVE
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DON’T INCLUDE
DATES IN THE
SEARCH BOX
You can narrow
down by the
correct date easily
once you’ve got
your initial search
results.
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This ensures the
search engine looks
for the words where
they appear together,
refining your search.

Don’t search for
“World War 1”,
as no-one knew a
second conflict
was on the way.

USE QUOTATION
KEEP THE
MARKS AROUND
HISTORICAL CONTEXT
NAMES AND PHRASES
IN MIND
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SEARCH THE
WHOLE
COUNTRY

SEARCH FOR
EVENTS AND
PLACES

An event that
happened in
Glasgow might
very likely have
been covered in
Dublin or Dover.

Remember that the
names of the people
involved in the news
of the day were not
always recorded.
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HOW TO SEARCH FOR A
PERSON IN THE BRITISH
NEWSPAPER ARCHIVE

Newspaper articles can provide incredible detail about
people’s lives, whether you’re looking for your ancestors or
researching a particular character from history.

QUICK
TIP
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SEARCH FOR
A NAME

WHY QUOTE
MARKS?

Enter a name in
the search bar,
putting a double
quote mark on
either side. Click
the ‘search’ button.

This will ensure your
results only include
articles in which these
words appear next to
one another, ensuring
results are related.
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A person could
have been referred
to as “Mr Howard”,
“Richard Howard”
or “Richard James
Howard”, etc.

She may have been
recorded as the
wife or daughter of
somebody, rather
than by her
own name.

For instance,
“Richard Howard +
chimney sweep” will
return all results for
those two search
terms together.

BE FLEXIBLE WITH ...AND EXTRA FLEXIBLE TRY ADDING EXTRA
YOUR NAMES...
WITH WOMEN
INFORMATION
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